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Exam Essentials is our major British English exam preparation series combining exam preparation, practice, and tips for the revised Cambridge English exams. This effective combination of
testing and teaching has proved a popular formula with teachers and students. The first two practice tests in each book are 'walk-through' tests. Students are carefully guided through the tests
and shown how they work and what they have to do to succeed in each part of the exam. Additional step-by-step support for the Writing paper is offered in all the tests. All of the tests are
written by experts in the field, which means that students preparing for the exams experience material that is appropriate for and at a level at least as high as the actual exams. Candidates
internationally find the Speaking test very challenging. To help them deal with this, each Practice Test book comes with a DVD-ROM which includes a bespoke video showing a complete
Speaking test interview as well as an examiner talking about this part of the exam and giving students expert guidance on how to approach it. The DVD-ROM also features worksheets to use
with the interview and all the Listening test files.
The past examination in Cambridge Key English Test 3 papers provide the most authentic exam preparation available. They allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and
format of the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. These papers follow the March 2004 revised exam specifications. A Student's Book 'without answers' is also available
as is a Self-study Pack containing the Student's Book with Answers and the Audio CD.
The aim of this volume is to highlight the benefits and potential of using learner corpora for the testing and assessment of L2 proficiency in both speaking and writing, reflecting the growing
importance of learner corpora in applied linguistics and second language acquisition research. Identifying several desiderata for future research and practice, the volume presents a selection
of original studies, covering a variety of different languages. It features studies that present very thoroughly compiled new corpus resources which are tailor-made and ready for analysis in
LTA, new tools for the automatic assessment of proficiency levels, and new methods of (self-)assessment with the help of learner corpora. Other studies suggest innovative research
methodologies of how proficiency can be operationalized through learner corpus data. The volume is of particular interest to researchers in (applied) corpus linguistics, learner corpus
research, language testing and assessment, as well as for materials developers and language teachers.
The past examination papers in Cambridge Key English Test 4 provide the most authentic exam preparation available. They allow candidates to familiarize themselves with the content and
format of the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. A Student's Book 'without answers' is available separately. The Self-Study Pack, also available, contains the
Student's Book with Answers and the Audio CD. Books are numbered to indicate how many are available. Numbers do not refer to levels.
Cambridge Key English Test 2 With AnswersCambridge University PressCambridge Key English Test 2 Student's BookExamination Papers from the University of Cambridge ESOL
ExaminationsCambridge University Press
Set of four authentic KET past papers from Cambridge ESOL. Cambridge Key English Test 5 contains four complete KET past papers from Cambridge ESOL. These official papers provide
candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the KET examination and to practise examination techniques. The book contains practice
material for Paper 1 (Reading and Writing) and Paper 2 (Listening), along with attractive colour visual material for Paper 3, which enables students to prepare thoroughly for the paired
Speaking test. The audio CD set contains the recordings for Paper 2 (Listening). Cambridge University Press is the only official publisher of past papers from Cambridge ESOL. This pack
contains everything the self-study student needs in order to prepare thoroughly for the Key English Test (KET) exam. It features a Student's Book with a comprehensive section of answers
and tapescripts plus an audio CD containing the listening material for the aural component of the test (Paper 2).

Three books of practice tests are available for the updated KET exam. Each contains four sets of exam papers from Cambridge ESOL. These past examination papers provide
the most authentic exam preparation available. They allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the examination and to practise useful examination
techniques. These papers follow the March 2004 revised exam specifications. Student's Books come in both 'with answers' and 'without answers' editions and a Self-study Pack
is also available, containing a comprehensive section of keys and recording scripts, making it suitable for self-study.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. These examination papers for the Cambridge
English: First (FCE) exam provide the most authentic exam preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the exam and to
practise useful exam techniques. The Student's Book without answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The Student's Book is also available in a 'with answers'
edition. Audio CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and a Student's Book with answers and downloadable Audio are available separately. These tests are also
available as Cambridge English: First Tests 5-8 on Testbank.org.uk
This book combines insights from language assessment literacy and critical language testing through critical analyses and research about challenges in language assessment
around the world. It investigates problematic practices in language testing which are relevant to language test users such as language program directors, testing centers, and
language teachers, as well as teachers-in-training in Graduate Diploma and Master of Arts in Applied Linguistics programs. These issues involve aspects of language testing
such as test development, test administration, scoring, and interpretation/use of test results. Chapters in this volume discuss insights about language testing policy, testing world
languages, developing program-level language tests and tests of specific language skills, and language assessment literacy. In addition, this book identifies two needs in
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language testing for further examination: the need for collaboration between language test developers, language test users, and language users, and the need to base language
tests on real-world language use.
Accompanies a Student's Book containing four practice tests for the updated PET.
Four official examination papers for the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) examination from Cambridge English Language Assessment. These examination papers for the
Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam provide the most authentic exam preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of
the exam and to practise useful exam techniques. The Student's Book without answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The Student's Book is also available in a 'with
answers' edition. Audio CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and a Student's Book with answers and downloadable Audio are available separately. These tests are
also available as Cambridge English: Advanced Tests 5-8 on Testbank.org.uk
Exam Essentials Practice Tests provide students with an invaluable combination of exam information, task guidance and up-to-date exam practice. This revised edition provides
updated tests along with two completely new tests written by experts in the field and are at least the same level as the real Cambridge English exam. Students can be confident
that if they do well in the Practice Tests, they'll do well in the real exam
Three books of practice tests are available for the updated KET exam. Each contains four sets of exam papers from Cambridge ESOL.
Prepare for 2020 A2 Key and A2 Key for Schools exams 6 complete tests provide extensive training, tips and exam strategies Grammar bank Student app Number of tests: 6 Components:
Students' Book with Key Students' Book without Key Resources: Audio Online resources: Online audio Answer keys Audio scripts Overview of resources with how and when to use in class
Speaking Test (video) Examiner feedback (video) About the Exam (video) Frequently asked questions (video) Video worksheets Writing samples & examiner feedback Writing worksheets
Listening teaching ideas Writing teaching ideas Speaking teaching ideas
Authentic examination papers from Cambridge Assessment English provide perfect practice because they are EXACTLY like the real exam. Inside A2 Key for the revised 2020 exam you'll find
four complete examination papers from Cambridge Assessment English. Be confident on exam day by working through each part of the exam so you can familiarise yourself with the format
and practise your exam technique. This book does not contain the audio recordings, answer keys, sample Writing answers or Speaking test scripts. A Student's Book with answers and audio
is available separately.
This Teacher's Book accompanies a collection of four complete practice tests for the Key English Test (KET) from the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES). These
tests provide candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with KET and to practise examination techniques using authentic past papers. Visual material for Paper 3 is
included with each test, enabling students to prepare thoroughly for the paired Speaking test. The Student's Book is available with or without answers. The 'with answers' edition is ideal for selfstudy use. The Teacher's Book contains transcripts of the recorded material and answer keys. It also provides useful information about the KET examination, a clear guide to each paper and
an insight into marking procedures and grading, illustrated by authentic sample answers.
Cambridge Key English Test 1 contains four complete sets of test papers for the new Key English Test (KET), which was introduced in 1995 and which is intended as an examination for
students at pre-PET (Preliminary English Test) level. The papers included in this collection have been specially prepared by the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate and are
based on past examination papers, providing students with excellent pre-test practice. The accompanying Teacher's Book contains a detailed introduction to the KET and clear guidance on
marking as well as tapescripts of the recorded material and keys to all the questions. The cassette contains the recorded material for the listening papers in the same timed format as the
exam.
Cambridge English Key for Schools 2 contains four complete and authentic examination papers for Cambridge English: Key for Schools (KET for Schools). This collection of past examination
papers is aimed at a young audience, and provides the most authentic exam preparation available. These past papers allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of
the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. An Audio CD containing the exam Listening material, a Student's Book with answers, and a Self-study Pack containing the
Student's Book with answers and Audio CD are available separately.
The Cambridge Preliminary English Test 2 practice tests provide candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with the 2004 PET exam and to practise examination
techniques. The Student's Book contains practice material for Paper 1 (Reading and Writing) and Paper 2 (Listening), along with attractive colour visual material for Paper 3 (Speaking),
enabling students to prepare thoroughly for the paired Speaking test.
Contains four complete past papers from Cambridge ESOL for the Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English examination
This book provides candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the exam and to practise exam techniques. The book contains practice
material for Paper 1 and Paper 2, with attractive colour visual material for Paper 3. The audio CD, which is available separately and also as part of the Self-Study Pack (book and audio CD
set), contains the recordings for Paper 2. Cambridge University Press is the only official publisher of past papers from Cambridge ESOL. Book numbers indicate how many are available in the
series - numbers do not refer to levels.
Four authentic KET papers from Cambridge ESOL with extra guidance and exam tips, plus CD-ROM.
Accompanies a collection of four authentic past papers for PET, supplied by Cambridge ESOL.
The past examination papers in Cambridge Key English Test 2 provide the most authentic exam preparation available. They allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and
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format of the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. These papers follow the March 2004 revised exam specifications. Student's Books are available in both 'with answers'
and 'without answers' eidtions. The 'with answers' Student's Book contains a comprehensive section of keys and recording scripts, making it suitable for self-study. The Self-study Pack
contains the Student's Book with Answers and the Audio CD.
This cassette accompanies a collection of four complete practice tests for the Key English Test (KET) from the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES). These tests
provide candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with KET and to practise examination techniques using authentic past papers. Visual material for Paper 3 is included
with each test, enabling students to prepare thoroughly for the paired Speaking test. The Student's Book is available with or without answers. The 'with answers' edition contains a
comprehensive section of keys and tapescripts, making it ideal for self-study use. The cassette contains the listening material for Paper 2 in the same timed format as the exam itself.
The past examination papers in Cambridge Key English Test 2 provide the most authentic exam preparation available. They allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and
format of the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. These papers follow the March 2004 revised exam specifications. The Student's Book 'with answers' - also available contains a comprehensive section of keys and recording scripts, making it suitable for self-study. The Self-study Pack contains the Student's Book with Answers and the Audio CD.
This collection of four complete practice tests for the Key English Test (KET) comprises recent past papers from the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate. These tests
provide candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with KET and to practise examination techniques using authentic past papers. Visual material for Paper 3 is included
with each test, enabling students to prepare thoroughly for the paired Speaking test. The Student's Book is available with or without answers. The 'with answers' edition contains a
comprehensive section of keys and tapescripts, making it ideal for self-study use.
The past examination papers in Cambridge Key English Test 4 provide the most authentic exam preparation available. They allow candidates to familiarize themselves with the content and
format of the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. Student's Books are available in both 'with answers' and 'without answers' editions. The Self-Study Pack contains the
Student's Book with Answers and the Audio CD. Books are numbered to indicate how many are available. Numbers do not refer to levels.
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